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Nolan Foster makes “Music on Half Days”
Bianca Jimenez

In past years at CPHS, students may have known
senior Nolan Foster as an athlete, but most recently,
his recognition has changed as Foster begins to
put out his own rap music. Foster has been making music for most of his life, as he had always been
interested in the way words work together to create
a musical verse.
“My ideas for music come from the experiences that
happen not only in my life, but other’s too,” Foster
said...

Robolobo Success
Miranda Campbell

The Cedar Park robotics team recently created a
robot that was entered into the FRC Robotics competition in San Antonio in February. Students in the
robotics club built the robot over a six week period
beginning in early January. The robots built across
the district were constructed according to the game
they would play. This year’s competition was the
“Aerial Assist” game that involved gameplay with a
24 inch diameter exercise ball rotating in a volleyball game type fashion. Overall, the team won the
Rookie All-Star award and the highest Rookie Seed
award...

April 2014

Jokes and Riddles
Why shouldn’t you tell an Easter
egg a good joke?
It might crack up!
What do you call a line of rabbits
walking backwards?
A receding “hareline!”
Why did the Easter egg hide?
He was a little chicken!
Answer to last month’s riddle:
a dictionary! (I’m where yesterday
follows today, and tomorrow’s in
the middle.)

Talent Show

On April 24 at 7 p.m., come to the
PAC to see live performances by:
Argyle Cactus
Forrest Weiss
York Westenhaver
Maria Tangarova
Nolan Foster
Kristen Kelly
Jessica Holcomb
Nadia Husain
Marie Pearce

Quynh Nguyen
Paige Seuthe
Varsity Men’s choir
Faith Schrier
Charlie Hooper
Austin Thorpe
Brandon Weyer
Black Tea
ft. Dave Hawks

Did you know?
You can find the rest of these stories, pictures and more online at

www.cphswolfpack.org
Add “Journalism Advanced: Newspaper” to your schedule to
become a part of the staff that brings you the semester
newspaper and monthly Toilet Times.
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